Ugashik Commercial Salmon District and Statistical Areas

**Ugashik District Drift Gillnet**
- 321-00, Ugashik District
- 321-05, Ugashik River SHA (URSHA) drift net

**Ugashik District Set Gillnet**
- 321-10, Cape Greig to Smokey Pt.
- 321-20, Smokey Pt. to Dago Creek
- 321-30, Dago Creek to Pilot Pt.
- 321-40, Pilot Pt. to Upper District
- 321-50, Ugashik Village
- 321-60, Upper District to South Spit
- 321-70, South Spit to Cape Menshikof
- 321-80, Ugashik River SHA (URSHA) set net
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